
The   VR   multiplayer   sword-fighting   action   game   "SWORDS   of   
GARGANTUA"   has   just   received   a   major   summer   update   called   
"Tesseract   Abyss   2".   It   comes   with   enhanced   multiplayer   
elements   and   the   introduction   of   new   enemies,   such   as   the   
majestic   Galossus.   

  
Thirdverse,   Inc.   is   pleased   to   announce   the   release   of   the   major   summer   update   "Tesseract   Abyss   2"   
for   Oculus   Quest   /   PCVR   on   Thursday,   August   5,   2021.   With    this   update,   we   have   implemented   new   
enemies,   including   the   new   large   enemy   "Galossus",   as   well   as   redesigned   the   spawn   pattern   of   
already   existing   enemies   in   Adventure   Mode.   We   really   hope   that   you   will   enjoy   "Tesseract   Abyss   2"   
with   its   many   new   elements   and   new   battles   awaiting   you.   In   addition,   the   official   soundtrack   of   the   
game   has   started   distribution   through   various   streaming   services   from   today.   It   is   complete   of   17   
tracks,   including   the   newest   entries   from   this   update.   

  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZX1eUJeq0Vc   
  

About   "Tesseract   Abyss   2   
  

The   Adventure   Mode   of   "Tesseract   Abyss"   is   a   mode   in   which   players   aim   to   defeat   Gargantua   on   the   
deepest   level   (101F)   in   the   four-dimensional   space   called   the   "Tesseract",   implemented   back   in   
December   2019.   "Tesseract   Abyss   2"   is   a   further   development   of   this   mode.   
  

With   this   update,   a   new   large   enemy   called   "Galossus"   makes   its   first   appearance   ever.   In   addition,   
the   Tank-Elite,   which   unleashes   powerful   attacks   and   the   Kunoichi-Veteran,   which   confuses   players   
with   its   tricky   movements,   are   the   other   two   enemy   types   coming   with   the   update.     
With   these   new   elements   added   to   the   game,   new   battles   and   new   strategies   will   be   born.   
  

Furthermore,   new   background   music   and   new   voice   acting   lines   have   been   added,   graphics   have   
been   improved,   and   enemy   placement   has   been   completely   redesigned.   
  



  

  

  



  
  

About   the   ongoing   events   
  

We   will   be   holding   a   collaboration   event   with   UNI   Akatsuki,   a   beautiful   vampire   YouTuber   and   
Chairman   of   UNI   Create   Co.   In   this   event,   the   collaboration   weapons   of   "Akatsuki   UNI"   and   her   pet   
bat   "Muni"   will   be   available   for   a   limited   time.   
  

The   beautiful   YouTuber   UNI   Akatsuki   is    a   thousand-year-old   vampire.   She   lives   in   Bunkyo-ku,   Tokyo.   
Riding   on   the   wave   of   Internet   video   distribution   popularity,   she   broke   her   thousand-year   silence   and   
appeared   on   the   stage   of   YouTube.   She   takes   pride   in   having   a   reputation   for   her   videos   that   mix   
history   and   knowledge   based   on   her   many   experiences   as   a   vampire   (or   life   experience   in   human   
terms).   
She   is   also   the   chairman   of   UNI   Create,   an   individual   vampire   office   that   bears   his   name.   

  
YouTube ：  https://www.youtube.com/c/UNIchannel   
Twitter ：  https://twitter.com/AkatsukiUNI   

  

https://www.youtube.com/c/UNIchannel
https://twitter.com/AkatsukiUNI


  
  

Akatsuki   UNI   Sword   
Sword   depicting   Akatsuki   UNI,   the   blonde   vampire.   
Her   poisonous   storytelling   can   turn   her   enemies   into   her   minions.   
  

Muni   Shield   
Shield   decorated   with   Muni,   the   bat   pet   of   Akatsuki   UNI.   
Master!   Ah   yes,   Master!   
  

Event   Period   
From   Thursday,   August   5th   (01:00am   PDT)   to   Wednesday,   September   1st   (08:00am   PDT)   

  
  

About   the   distribution   of   the   Sword   of   Gargantua   soundtrack   
  

A   total   of   17   original   soundtracks   for   "Sword   of   Gargantua"   are   available   today   from   various   
distribution   streaming   services.   The   soundtrack   includes   an   orchestral   version   of   the   Sword   of   
Gargantua   main   theme   composed   by   Noriyuki   Iwataru,   as   well   as   a   new   song   from   "Tesseract   Abyss   
2"   composed   by   Shota   Fukagawa.   
  

Click   here   for   the   list   of   available   songs:   
https://linkco.re/dy2T8zDp   

  
Click   here   for   the   list   of   streaming   services   where   the   soundtrack   is   available:   
https://www.tunecore.co.jp/store   
  

“SWORDS   of   GARGANTUA”   Oculus   Quest   2   Version   Overview   
Price:   24.99$   
Supported   Languages:   English   /   Japanese   /   Simplified   Chinese   
Genre:   VR   online   arena-combat   action     
Players:   1~4     
Official   Webpage:    https://gargantuavr.com/   
Official   Twitter:    https://twitter.com/GargantuaVR   

https://linkco.re/dy2T8zDp
https://www.tunecore.co.jp/store
https://gargantuavr.com/
https://twitter.com/GargantuaVR


Supported   Platforms:   Oculus   Quest   2,   Oculus   Quest,   Oculus   Rift   S,   Oculus   Rift,   HTC   VIVE,   Windows   
Mixed   Reality,   PlayStation®VR   
  

Sword   of   Gargantua   is   a   VR   sword-fighting   action   game   with   a   realistic   sword-fighting   theme,   where   
players   fight   against   the   giant   Gargantua   and   his   army   in   a   giant   space   built   in   VR.   You   can   play   
online   and   work   together   with   up   to   four   players   to   defeat   the   giant   enemies.   There   are   many   types   of   
weapons   available,   and   more   than   100   stages   for   both   beginners   and   advanced   VR   players   to   enjoy.   
It   can   be   played   by   one   or   multiple   players   (up   to   four).   Winner   of   "Steam   BEST   OF   VR   2020   
BRONZE",   "Oculus   Quest   Store   HALL   OF   FAME   2020"   and   "Oculus   Quest   Store   HALL   OF   FAME   
2021".   
  
  

About   Thirdverse   Inc.   

  

  
  
  

Thirdverse   is   planning   and   developing   VR   games   at   two   locations   in   Japan   and   the   U.S.   with   the   
objective   of   creating   the   "VR   Metaverse".   
  

Address:   Sumitomo   Fudosan   Nishi-Shinjuku   Building   No.5   1F,Nishi-Shinjuku   4-34-7,Shinjuku-ku,   
Tokyo,   Japan   160-0023   
Representative   Director:   Kiyoshi   Shin   
Established:   June,   12th   2020   
Fields   of   Business:   Virtual   Reality   content   and   services   planning,   development,   sales   and   
management   
Company   Website:    https://www.thirdverse.io   
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